
     Chikorita
         By Android raptor :)

1. Begin with a square color side
up for a colored leaf.



2. Fold a kite base.



3. Fold the kite base in half.



4. Rotate as shown.



5. Fold the back point as shown.
Crease well.



6. Fold the point again, using the
edge as a guideline.



7. Crimp using the creases you just
made.



8. Fold the point down so it lies in
line with the bottom edge. Crease
well.



9. Unfold step 8 and crimp like
shown.



10. Turn the model over and
precrease at the angle shown.



11. Fold the pint back as shown.
Crease.



12. Open steps 10 and 11. Crimp
along the creases.



13. Open out the bottom of the
model and petal fold to thin the
body and form the legs.



14. Petal fold again to get rid of
the excess paper on the legs.



15. Steps 13 and 14 completed on
both sides.



16. Fold the top point down as
shown, using the edge as a
marker.



17. Inside reverse fold along the
crease and fold the point up as far
as it will go.



18. Open out the point and valley
fold along the front legs to thin
them and form the head.



19. Step 18 complete.



20. Fold the tip of the point down
and out as shown. This will become
the leaf.



21. Open out the point and fold it
over the back of the head. Be
careful not to tear the paper.



22. An inside view of the last step.



23. Carefully fold the color changed
point up and out. This will be the
result.



24. Fold the top down to
precrease.



25. Crimp the top of the head
along the crease you just made.



26. The result.



27. Sink the back and front
corners. Fold the leaf as shown.



28. Fold the leaf out and shape to
taste.



29. Now for the tail. Open out the
rear and fold back the tail.



30. Valley fold out the point to
make a shorter tail.



31. Now for the legs. Open out the
front legs...



32. And crimp them like so.



33. Crimp the back legs as well.



Finally, the finished Chikorita! This
one is in the sitting position, so feel
free to try your hand at making
other postures :)




